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MACHINERY
Advertising Feature

Make farm equipment look like new with Speed Detailing

BEFORE: Lyndon was presented with the challenge of
transforming and restoring this severely sun faded CASE
IH Tractor using the Speed Detailing method.

ATTENTION TO DETAIL: Speed Detailing business owner Lyndon Walker knows the
importance of looking after your machinery and the value of presentation.

AFTER: Through hard work and considerable elbow
grease, Lyndon was able to bring the tractor back to life to
the point where it looks brand new again.

WHEN it comes to restoring
farm machinery and restoring hard working equipment
back to life to look new again,
Lyndon Walker’s passion
and unwavering attention to
detail is second to none.
A skilled and passionate
tradesman with many years
of experience Lyndon knows
the importance of looking
after your machinery and the
value of presentation.
It’s for this reason that
Lyndon started Speed Detailing to provide the agricultural, mining and earthmoving
sectors with a service to restore their machinery to look
like it has just arrived fresh
from the showroom.
Lyndon’s attention to detail transforms and restores
sun faded surfaces to the
point where you’ll think
you’re looking at a brand
new piece of machinery fresh
off the showroom floor, once
he has completed his work.
Speed Detailing has set
such high standards that
Lyndon is now receiving calls
to take on jobs for clients
throughout Australia and
internationally.
– MATT SHERRINGTON

Adding value to your vehicle
or too small for me to cope
with, any job that involves
tracks, wheels or wings I can
handle,” he said.
So why restore your vehicle? It’s not just the personal
pleasure of having that shiny
“new” tractor.
“Presentation is the key to
the sale of any item.
“70 per cent of agricultural
machinery needs to be rejuvenated not just repainted.
“If you’re considering selling, trading in or getting an
insurance appraisal for your
equipment Speed Detailing

‘‘

I specialise in every facet
of detailing imaginable
including interior, exterior and
undercarriages through to
aluminum polishing. The interiors
of cabins are fully cleaned using the
Speed Detailing method to smell
like a brand new vehicle.
Speed Detailing business owner Lyndon Walker.
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WE GUARANTEE ATTENTION TO DETAIL
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can add thousands of dollars
to the value of your vehicle.
“By increasing the value of
your property, I can possibly
help make you more money than what you initially
thought you’d receive when
selling your equipment by
providing a service many
consider to be an art form.”
Lyndon at Speed Detailing
has the passion, expertise,
and workmanship to take on
the largest of jobs. To date he
has added tens of thousands
of dollars in value to over
50 clearing sales through

Queensland, New South
Wales and South Australia.
“The best news is that I
come to you, and I don’t
charge for travel to and from
your location.”
Speed Detailing is happy
to supply an obligation free
quote to restore your equipment to new.
For more information on
how the Speed Detailing can
restore your equipment and/
or make you money contact
Lyndon on 0457 287 192, all
day, everyday. Call now to
get things moving.

• All Interior & Exterior Detailing
• Full Machine Cut & Polish,
Paint Rejuvenation – Buffing / Scratch Removal
n
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• Decals / Sticker / Signage Removal
c
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• Colour Matching / Pencil Brushing of Stone Chips
• Complete Alloy Polishing
• Cars, Light Commercials, Trucks & Tractors
• Boats (small – luxury) • Planes
• Heavy Earth Moving / Mining & Agricultural Machinery
• All Areas Serviced • We travel to you
• All Work is Payable on Completion

ADDING VALUE - WHEN COUNTS
CALL LYNDON 0457 287 192
ABN 65 984 202 929
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YOU’VE TRIED THE REST, NOW EXPERIENCE THE BEST
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EVERY detailing job Speed
Detailing carries out is different and requires a unique
process and application to
achieve the perfect result.
“Speed Detailing specialises in every facet of detailing
imaginable including interior, exterior, and undercarriages through to aluminum
polishing. The interiors of
hard working cabins are fully cleaned using the Speed
Detailing method to smell
like a brand new vehicle,”
Lyndon said.
“There is no task too big

